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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2644719A1] Controlling a cooling of a material (4) using a coolant, comprises controlling a supply (13) of the coolant to the material
by at least one actuator (6) which can be set to at least two different positions, where an actuator curve set is assigned to the actuator, which
specifies a relationship between a coolant stream, a pressure of the coolant, and a position of the actuator; adjusting a coolant stream; determining a
corresponding position of the target coolant stream and adjusting the actuator in the determined position. Controlling a cooling of a material (4) using
a coolant, comprises controlling a supply (13) of the coolant to the material by at least one actuator (6) which can be set to at least two different
positions, where an actuator curve set is assigned to the actuator, which specifies a relationship between a coolant stream, a pressure of the
coolant, and a position of the actuator; adjusting a coolant stream, where the pressure of the coolant upstream of at least one actuator, when seen
in the flow direction of the coolant, is determined from pressure value of the actuator curves to the determined; determining a corresponding position
of the target coolant stream and adjusting the actuator in the determined position. Independent claims are also included for: (1) a computer program
product for controlling the cooling process of the material using the coolant, where the computer program product, when executed by a computer
unit, performs the steps comprising determining the pressure of the coolant upstream of at least one actuator, and a coolant stream corresponding
position of the actuator curve, and generating a signal which triggers adjustment of the actuator and sets actuator in the determined position; (2)
a control device (7) for controlling a cooling system of a material, comprising a storage unit which is designed for the storage of actuator curves, a
processor unit which is adapted to determine position of the actuator, and a signal unit, which is adapted to transmit a signal to adjust at least one
actuator in the determined position to a control unit; and (3) a cooling section (2) of a metal processing line, preferably a rolling line, comprising a
control device for controlling the cooling of a material in the cooling section.
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